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Asset Management

The Asset Management 

module has many useful 

features to help deliver real 

benefits to your business:

The EMIR Asset Management module allows you to 

store and enquire on all your clients’ managed motors/

pumps and other assets, and then allows you to provide 

comprehensive information to them on their assets and 

what has happened to them over a period.

The EMIR Asset Management module allows you to store 

and review:

Technical details and references about each asset 

The site, location and sub-location of where it is used 

by the customer

The EX status and notes on EX related issues

Unlimited environmental information notes 

Unlimited general notes about the item

Additional comments that are transferred to the job 

when you book in

Track and analyse fault information

Track if a managed asset is surpassed by another  

or is surpassing another

View all the jobs that have been created for the 

managed asset

Service interval for the asset along with preferred 

engineers/trade required allowing for auto raising  

and scheduling of service work [Professional only].

All this Asset Management information is available instantly 

whenever you book in a job for a customer and EMIR 

automatically transfers all the relevant data to the job to save you 

Simply set up the customer as a ‘Managed Asset’ customer, and 

then add in all their motors/pumps into the database. Whenever 

you raise a job, EMIR will know that this is a ‘Managed Asset’ 

customer and ask if the job you are raising is for a managed 

asset. If it is, you simply choose an item from their database and 

all the necessary information such as serial number, customer 

reference, technical details, additional comments, photo’s etc. 

will be transferred across to the job.

related jobs for that asset.

EMIR Asset Management will ensure that you, and your client via 

use of our Web-CALS extension, will have complete traceability 

of all activity to each individual motor/pump. You will know how 

many times it has been repaired and serviced, the fault history 

and the complete cost of all activity for the item. You will be able 

to lead the client as to whether the asset needs to be replaced, 

serviced or simply covered by a suitable spare if it is in a critical 

location on this site. In short, Asset Management at its best.

Asset Management is an ideal way to ‘lock in’ your customers 

as you will be the only company to collect and maintain an 

accurate list of all the client’s assets. This means that you will 

be the supplier of choice when it comes to any maintenance, 

servicing, or repair of their equipment.

Store comprehensive information about each of the 

customer’s Motors, Pumps, Gearboxes or other electro- 

mechanical equipment and plan all maintenance and 

servicing that the equipment will need by raising jobs in 

Asset records allow EMIR to look ahead and automatically 

raise jobs for you based on the service interval of the asset.

Keep track of all the changes of location of the asset, and 

whether it is an active, spare or scrapped item. You can 

report to the customer on how many motors/pumps of each 

type they have and how much spare cover there is for each 

– creating opportunities to sell new items to the customer to 

ensure there is adequate backup for their needs.

Maintain photo logs of the items so it is easy to ensure that 

you have the correct item in for service. You can also see 

An extension for Asset Management is the Web-CALS 

log in directly from their own site and view their own managed 

asset details. You assign each client a username and 

password and they are able to access the EMIR managed 

asset data in a limited and read-only format. You can also 

use this system to allow your engineers to log in from on-site 

Web-CALS together,  

you can ensure you provide the best customer service 

possible, and simply the easiest and most direct method  

for you and the client to share such crucial asset information 

 

businesses successfully.

           From our point of view, EMIR has 

proved to be an excellent choice.  

The suitability of the functionality to our 

multi-site operation allows us to manage 

our entire business very closely...

Mr Martin Savage, Finance Director,  

Mid-Kent Electrical, Kent
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